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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Data Base Analyst (non-IT field)
 

Київ,  
 

Компанія: ControlPay
Рубрики:
 

Бухгалтерія, фінанси, облік/аудит, Логістика, доставка,
склад

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: не вимагається

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

ControlPay is Global freight audit solution provider. We are trusted Partner between our customers and their carriers. Every year we
process millions of transport orders and invoices. Doing this by our own developed programs and supported by customers' service
teams we achieve cost saving and visibility in the complex processes of our clients. This makes ControlPay the innovative and fast-
growing company, leading the social-responsible business on the market.

We are looking for candidates who would like to become Data Base Analyst (non IT-field)in our Kyiv office.

Responsibilities:

ControlPay will provide every new team-player with special training program in order to be able to perform:
Navigation through and usage of ControlPay web-platform and support tools;
Logistics data analysis;
Calculation logics check;
Freight invoices verification via our web-platform;
Communication with our customers (via e-mail and ControlPay platform).

Key requirements:

Higher education (Bachelor/Master degree);
Work experience 1 year +;
Intermediate level of written and spoken English;
Advanced MS Excel;
Strong analytical skills;
Attentiveness to details;
Result-oriented;
Proactive approach to problem solving;
Fast-learning;
Team-player;
Willingness to work in a fast growing, customer-focused environment;
Logistics knowledge (will be a plus).

What we offer to You:

Dynamic business environment;
Competitive compensation level;
Health care (medical insurance, office massage, yoga);
Comfortable working place with modern facilities;
Office close to Vasylkivska subway station;
Free transfer from subway station - to the office.

Development opportunities include:

Periodical performance and progress review (every 6 months);
Extended career ladder;

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/book_keeping_bank_finance_audit
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/logistic_storage


Internal and external training programs.

If you are interested in this position and match above-stated requirements, please do not hesitate to send your CV to Отправить
резюме.

For more detailed information about the job opportunities in our company, visit our official career page:

https://www.controlpay.com/company/vacancies

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (066) 635-65-54
 
 

Контактна
особа:

Евгения
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